
Unit Connecting Themes Geography Our National Heritage

(Patriotism & Citizenship)

Historic Figures     (Inventors

and Thinkers)

Historic Figures

(Community Helpers)

Economics

Time (2) 8 Days 10 Days 11 Days 38 Days 38 Days 45

Days

Georgia Standards
of Excellence

SS1G2- Identify and locate
city, county, state, nation,
and continent.
SS1G3- Major topographical
features

SS1CG2: Patriotism: liberty,
brotherhood, freedom, pride

SS1H1a,b: Everyday lives and
contributions of historic figures
(Franklin, Jefferson, Carver)

SS1G1a,d: Influence of
geography/time

SS1CG1: Character of the historic
figures

SS1H1a,b: Everyday lives  and
contributions of historic figures
(Lewis, Clark, Sacagawea,
Roosevelt, Bridges)
SS1G1a,d: Influence of
geography/time
SS1CG1a: Character of the
historic figures

SS1E1: People make
goods and services

SS1E2: Scarcity
SS1E3: People are

consumers and
producers

SS1E4: work=income,
spending, saving
choices

Map/Globe
Info Processing
Skills

IP1: similar/different

IP2: Chronology,

IP3: Issues, Problems, solutions

IP6: Primary and secondary

sources

MG1 use a compass rose to
identify cardinal directions
MG2: Use intermediate
directions
IP1: similar/different
IP6: Primary and secondary

sources

IP4: Fact and Opinion

IP5: Main idea, detail, sequence

IP6: Identify and use primary and

secondary sources

IP1: Similar/different

IP2: Chronology

IP4: Fact and Opinion

IP5: Main idea, detail, sequence

IP6: Primary and secondary

sources

MG1: Use a compass rose to
identify cardinal directions
MG2: Use intermediate directions
MG7: Use a map to explain impact
of geography on current and historic
events
IP1: similar/different

IP4: Fact and Opinion

IP5: Main idea, detail, sequence

IP6: Primary and secondary sources

IP1: similar/different
IP3: Issues, Problems,

solutions

IP5: Main idea, detail,

sequence

IP6: Primary and secondary

sources

IP7: Interpret timelines,

charts, and tables

Key Concepts

Culture
Individuals, Groups,

Institutions

Location

Scarcity
Time

Change

Continuity

Locate all of the seven
continents.
Locate the five major
oceans.
Identify and describe
landforms (mountains,
deserts, valleys, and coasts).

Courage
Equality
Tolerance
Commitment
Perseverance
Fairness
Respect (others & environment)
Brotherhood, liberty, freedom,
pride, etc.

Inventor, author, statesman

Declaration of Independence

Science

Similarities in these  historic

figures’  lives to present

Influence of time and place on

these historic figures

Character traits of these

historical figures

Exploration

National parks/environment

Civil rights

Similarities in these  historic

figures’  lives to present

Influence of time and place on

these historic figures

Character traits of these historical

figures

Goods that people make and
services  that people provide
for each other
Scarcity- unlimited want,
limited resources
People are both producers
and
Consumers Earning income
by working and making
spending and saving choice

Notes: (1) This is a modified version of the First Grade curriculum map provided by the GA DOE. Although each unit emphasizes enduring understandings, and key concepts/topics, this is not a limiting list. Teachers may incorporate other practices to support instruction. (2) Time is suggested, teachers
should adjust to meet student needs


